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Abstract—In order to adapt to stricter system delivery and integration requirements, virtual commissioning (VC) has become
a well adopted practice in industry. VC is getting increasingly
integrated into the overall engineering process, where the control
software is continuously tested with the virtual plant model. At
the same time, collaborative and intelligent automation systems
are becoming an important part of modern industries. In these
complex systems, humans perform operations together with collaborative robots, intelligent machines and smart tools. However,
performing VC of such complex, distributed and heterogeneous
systems demands new ways of interfacing different hardware
and software components. This paper discusses the requirements,
process and results of integrated virtual commissioning of an
industrial collaborative and intelligent automation system usecase. Moreover, this industrial use-case illustrates challenges and
exemplifies the need to use the next generation Robot Operating
System (ROS2) due to its robust communication layer as well as
easy integration with smart devices and algorithms.
Index Terms—virtual commissioning, robot operating system,
factory automation, control and communication architecture,
intelligent automation, collaborative robot systems, human-inthe-loop.

One of the adaptation strategies is the inclusion of collaborative [4] and intelligent automation systems in production. The
ergonomic environment in such production systems enables
operators to interface the system through a range of smart
human-machine interfaces (HMIs). While collaborative robots
and machines support operators at workstations, safety is
ensured by dedicated camera and sensor systems and on-line
path planning [5]. An example implementation of a safety
system using a Microsoft Kinect V2 camera is shown in Fig.
1, [6]. Moreover, humans and robots use common smart tools
and are interchangeable when it comes to standard tasks [7].
Another strategy is to perform virtual commissioning (VC)
[8] using simulated production systems. The purpose of VC is
to enable the control software, which controls and coordinates
different devices in a production station, to be tested and
validated before physical commissioning.
However, a knowledge gap exists between simulation and
control system development since they are traditionally decoupled activities in industry [9].

I. I NTRODUCTION
Global demand for high quality products with short lifecycles, that are reasonably priced, is growing. Meanwhile,
the variability of such products is rapidly increasing to meet
demands of a wider range of customers. In order to stay
competitive, companies are decreasing innovation cycles and
product delivery times [1]. These changes cause a paradigm
shift in companies towards more flexibility and reconfigurability to respond quickly and efficiently to changing production
requirements and market demands [2].
Volvo, being a global truck manufacturer, experiences these
changes [3]. The vision for a Volvo factory of the future is
that is must be more flexible in order to handle the challenges
imposed by this paradigm shift [3].
* Supported by UNIFICATION, Vinnova, Produktion 2030.

Fig. 1. Example of a dedicated operator safety camera feed.

A concept of integrated virtual commissioning (IVC)
emerges, which aims to integrate VC into the standard engineering workflow as a continuous support for automation
engineers [10]. Additionally, virtual preparation joins this
workflow, extending IVC into integrated virtual preparation
and commissioning (IVPC) [11].
However, performing IVPC of such complex heterogeneous
systems demands a common platform that supports integration
of different smart software and hardware components.
In order to ease integration and development of different
types of online algorithms for sensing, planning and hardware
control, various platforms have emerged as middle-ware solutions. One platform that stands out is the Robot Operating
System (ROS) and its success can be measured by having over
16 million downloads in 2018 [12].
The next generation ROS2 is currently developed, where
the developers implemented the Object Management Group
standard DDS as the communication middleware considering
it to be scalable, robust and well-proven in mission-critical
systems. As a result, DDS enables large scale distributed
control architectures and implementation of ROS in real-world
industrial automation systems.
In the industrial use-case presented in this paper, the forementioned gap in the engineering workflow is bridged using
ROS2 as a communication middle-ware and a platform for
continuous integration and testing of simulation, visualization
and control.
This paper explains the tools and methods used to perform
IVPC of a collaborative and intelligent automation system.
Section 2 briefly explains the use-case and goes through the
components showing the overall complexity of the system.
A quick overview of traditional VC is extended with newer
concepts of VC in Section 3. Section 4 touches upon humans
as part of the loop in VC and discusses different methods of including humans in VC. Section 5 goes through the components
of the control system and Section 6 shows implementation of
some of those components. The paper is concluded in Section
7 with a short overview of the paper and the achieved results.
II. T HE COLLABORATIVE AND INTELLIGENT
AUTOMATION SYSTEM USE - CASE
It is challenging to develop collaborative and intelligent
automation systems [7] since they involve smart algorithms,
advanced sensors, human operators and collaborative robots.
Because of this, it is almost impossible to develop all aspects
of the system without IVPC.
In this paper, this is highlighted in a collaborative robot assembly station located in a Volvo Trucks engine manufacturing
facility in Skövde, Sweden (shown in Figure 2).
This industrial use-case demonstrates the design of a workstation where both humans and robots work in a collaborative
and co-active fashion. Particularly in this use-case, a collaborative robot and a human operator perform assembly operations
on a diesel truck engine.
In the use-case station, an Automated Guided Vehicle
(AGV) that carries a diesel truck engine and an autonomous

Fig. 2. The collaborative robot assembly station

mobile platform (MiR100) that carries the kitted material to be
mounted on the engine, enter the collaborative robot assembly
station. An engine ladder frame, three oil filters and several
oil transport pipes are to be mounted on the engine in this
station.
Before the collaborative execution of these operations can
begin, an authorized operator has to be verified with a RFID
reader. After verification, the operator is greeted by the station
and instructions for tasks that are to be performed are shown
on a screen. If no operator is verified, some operations can still
be executed independently by the robot, however, violation of
safety zones around the robot trigger a safeguard stop.
In the case of collaborative assembly, a dedicated camera
system keeps track of the human assuring safe coexistence.
During positioning of the AGV and the MiR100 in the
assembly station, a Universal Robots (UR10) robot attaches to
a special end-effector needed for manipulation of the ladder
frame. Since the ladder frame is quite heavy, transporting it
from the kitted MiR100 to the engine is done together by the
robot and the human.
After placing the ladder frame on the engine, the operator
informs the control system with a button press on a smart
watch after which the UR10 leaves the current end-effector
and attaches itself to a smart tool used for tightening bolts.
During this tool change and as it is instructed on the screen, the
operator is placing twelve pairs of bolts needed for assembling
the ladder frame on the engine and indicates completion of
this task through the smart watch. Now, the control system
knows that bolts are in place and the UR10 starts the tightening
operation with the smart nutrunner.
Since tightening of these bolts takes some time, the operator
can mount three oil filters during that time. If the robot finishes
the tightening operation first, it leaves the smart tool in a
floating position above the engine and waits for the operator.
The operator uses the smart watch again to let the system
know that the oil filters are in place. This event makes the
robot attach to a third end-effector and start performing the oil
filter tightening operations. During the same time, the operator
attaches two oil transport pipes on the engine, and uses the
same smart tool that the robot has left floating to tighten plates
that hold the pipes to the engine.

After executing these operations, the AGV with the
assembled engine and the empty MiR100 leave the
collaborative robot assembly station. A video showing
the described use-case in action can be found here:
https://youtu.be/YLZzBfY7pbA
III. T RADITIONAL VIRTUAL COMMISSIONING
Simulation of production systems is a well adopted practice in modern industry. Industry leading software tools like
Process Simulate and Delmia include support for VC, which
exposes the simulation model to a real control system. Using
these tools for designing control systems and performing VC
has become a standard in industry.
Over the years, the VC community specified several commissioning configurations [13], [8] that resulted in terms
like hardware-in-the-loop, reality-in-the-loop and constructive
commissioning. As shown in Table I, these specifications are
defined by combinations of components being real or virtual.
Plant

Controller

Commissioning type

Real
Real
Virtual
Virtual

Real
Virtual
Real
Virtual

Real (physical) commissioning
Reality-in-the-loop commissioning
Hardware-in-the-loop commissioning
Constructive commissioning

TABLE I
T RADITIONAL COMMISSIONING CLASSIFICATION

Testing and integrating the physical production system with
the real control system has been traditionally referred to as
physical commissioning. However, in order to reduce the
amount of on site man-hours during physical commissioning
[14], the real control system is coupled with a simulation
model of the production system creating a hardware-in-theloop setup. This configuration is commonly known as VC [8].
Performing the inverse of VC can be beneficial in situations
when debugging the control system is needed. In this case,
the physical production system is controlled by a simulated
controller in a setup known as reality-in-the-loop.
When designing a new control system, the natural way is
to start with offline programming where all components are
simulated. This configuration is also known as constructive
commissioning [8].
Performing VC can reduce testing and integration time,
as well as help detect undesired behavior before physical
commissioning. However, it is usually the case that creating
simulation models requires extensive modelling effort. Because of the cost associated with this effort, it is crucial that the
created models provide as much additional value as possible.
This value can be increased by embedding VC into the
engineering workflow. Instead of using VC as the last step
before physical commissioning, IVPC enables simulation supported production preparation and automation engineering by
simultaneous development of the control system and the virtual
plant [11]. Figure 3 shows an early stage simulation that serves
as continuous support for development of the control system

Fig. 3. Early simulation work is beneficial for control system development

for the collaborative and intelligent automation system usecase.
The traditional commissioning classification does not really
apply in complex systems that rely on intelligent control.
Containing algorithms beyond standard executing sequences
as described in Section 5, the control system is the component
that needs commissioning.
Since the start of it’s use, VC focused on highly automated
systems where human interaction and interference has been
limited. However, automation is today introduced in traditionally operator intensive areas such as assembly stations. This
puts new requirements on VC.
IV. H UMAN - IN - THE - LOOP COMMISSIONING
Considering the role of humans in VC, especially in collaborative systems, human-in-the-loop commissioning has only
recently become a topic of conversation [15].
In this chapter, three classes of the term human-in-the-loop
are proposed, i.e. real, virtual and immersed. Always considering the use of the real controller, Table II shows the proposed
human-in-the-loop (HITL) commissioning configurations.
Virtual-human-in-the-loop commissioning considers inclusion of a simulated human mannequin in the virtual plant environment. This can be beneficial for ergonomics verification
[16], [17] as well as for safety testing using simulated safety
equipment.
Plant

Human

Commissioning type

Real
Virtual
Virtual

Real
Virtual
Immersed

Real (physical) commissioning
Virtual-HITL commissioning
Immersed-HITL commissioning

TABLE II
H UMAN - IN - THE - LOOP COMMISSIONING CLASSIFICATION

Means to detect simulated mannequins in a virtual plant involve simulated camera systems, light curtains, laser proximity
sensors and other, where disturbances can also be allowed in
sensor simulations. Moreover, behavior generation algorithms

can ensure that the simulated mannequin covers large sets of
different realistic kinematic behaviors [18].
Various HMIs can be emulated during IVPC in order to
verify plant behavior during human interaction.
Humans can also be included in the commissioning loop
by ”immersion”, which represents a real-time mapping from a
real to a virtual human. Immersed-human-in-the-loop commissioning utilizes technologies like motion-tracking to ”project”
actual human kinematic behavior into the virtual plant environment. As it is shown in Fig. 4, [19], an Intelligently
Moving Mannequin (IPS IMMA) [16], [17] maps actual
human behavior that is inferred from a human tracking system
into the virtual environment [6].
Interactable emulated and real HMIs can include buttons,
screens, smart watches, eye movement and hand gesture
tracking cameras, safety sensors, voice recognition and others
to enable the immersed human to interface the system.
An immersion method that is worth mentioning is virtual
reality (VR) [20] which can be combined with motion tracking
to provide a ”true immersion” experience. Additionally, platforms exist that support creation of industrial VR workspaces
suitable for immersion of several humans [21].
A large amount of data can be collected during immersed
commissioning which can later be used to drive behavior
generation algorithms [22].

verification, optimization, automated planning and visualizing
complex operation sequences in different projections.
The core modeling aspects in SP are resources, abilities and
operations. A resource is defined by a set of state variables that
represents the current state of the resource. Some variables
can be directly measured using sensors, others are used to
represent the commands and some variables are used to
estimate state that is not measured in the real system.
The resources have a set of abilities that they are able to
perform. These abilities execute based on the current state
of the resource and they update the command and estimated
state variables. Abilities control everything in the system and
are also used in the deliberation and execution loop of SP that
is based on automated planning [25], which generates a plan
deliberating what abilities to execute to reach a specific goal.
These goals are defined by a number of high-level planning
operations that continuously refine the current goal of the
execution.
Most models in SP are based on transitions and variables
[26], which are defined using extended finite automata (EFA)
[27]. EFAs are finite automata extended with variables that
are used in guards and actions associated with transitions. A
transition in an EFA is enabled if and only if its corresponding
guard formula (predicate) is true. After the transition is taken,
a set of variables is updated by action functions. A transition
table containing the behavior of an EFA models how an ability
modifies the state of a resource in the system, Table III.
A. Resource
To exemplify abilities, let us consider the engine ladder
frame tightening operation using the nutrunner described in
Section 2. The nutrunner used in the industrial scenario
described in Section 2 is quite complex. However, in order to
exemplify the control of this system, a simplified version of
the nutrunner is used from this point. The simplified nutrunner
resource state variables can be defined as:
rnr = {runc , runm , tqrm , f ailm }

Fig. 4. Motion capture immersion with IPS IMMA where motions can be
translated from the same safety camera system feed shown in Fig. 1

V. T HE CONTROL IN COLLABORATIVE AND INTELLIGENT
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

From the challenges and requirements described so far, it is
evident that there is a need for a control system that is able
to step out of bounds of traditional automation methods and
that can be commissioned using IVPC. In this paper, Sequence
Planner (SP) [23] has been used as a tool for modeling, analyzing and control of large scale intelligent automation systems.
SP includes supporting algorithms for a variety of use cases
related to modeling, synthesizing control logic [24], formal

(1)

These Boolean variables make up the current state of the
nutrunner, where runc represents the command from SP to
run the nutrunner forward and runm is the signal from the
nutrunner to SP showing if the toll is running forward or not.
After receiving the command to start running forward, the
nutrunner engages tightening which will eventually result in
reaching a specified torque tqrm or failing f ailm .
B. Ability
The ability run nutrunner forward of the nutrunner resource
models the task of tightening by starting to run the motors forward until a pre-programmed torque (tqrm ) has been reached
or the tightening operation has failed f ailm . Table III shows
the transitions of the run nutrunner forward ability, where each
line makes up one possible transition of the ability.
For the purpose of this example, several lines are filtered
out from ROS2 messages used for communication between SP
and the nutrunner. As shown in Listing 1, a command message

predicate name

predicate (guard)

control actions

effects

enabled
starting
executing
finished
failed
resetting

¬runc ∧ ¬runm
runc ∧ ¬runm
runc ∧ runm ∧ ¬tqrm
runc ∧ runm ∧ tqrm
runc ∧ runm ∧ f ailm
¬runc ∧ runm

runc = T
runc = F
runc = F
-

runm = T
tqrm = T ∨ f ailm = T
runm = F , tqrm = F , f ailm = F

TABLE III
T HE RUN NUTRUNNER FORWARD ABILITY

is sent out from SP as a state based command to the nutrunner
while a state message provides SP with the current state of
the tool.
# /nutrunner/command
bool run_c

# run_tool_forward

# /nutrunner/state
bool run_c
bool run_m
bool tqr_m
bool fail_m

#
#
#
#

got_run_tool_forward
tool_running_forward
programmed_torque_reached
tool_failed

Listing 1: Messages to and from the nutrunner.
Listing 1 shows only the measured and the command
variables. Since the desired result of running the run nutrunner
forward ability is to tighten a pair of bolts and there are no
sensors for keeping track of bolt states, an estimated state
variable b̂ ∈ (empty, placed, tightened) can be introduced in
order to keep track of the states of the bolts and enable the
on-line planner to generate plans to tighten all bolts.
In order to maintain the simplicity of the example, the
tightening of only one pair of bolts is considered. Now we can
avoid the estimated bolt state and move on with the example.
The enabled predicate of the run nutrunner forward ability
is declared as:
¬runc ∧ ¬runm
(2)
However, this does not mean that the ability will start
executing immediately after the guard is fulfilled by updating
the variables with the corresponding control actions. This is
due to the fact that the on-line planner deliberates if the control
action should be executed or not.
C. Effect
To use the abilities in formal planning algorithms, measured
variables must be updated so that the planner knows what to
expect from the real system. In order to emulate an ability
without its actual device or simulation, one or more starting
and executing effects per ability are defined.
Effects model how measured state variables behave during
execution of an ability. For example, issuing the command
to start the nutrunner, the command variable runc is set to
true. Before the nutrunner actually responds that the tool has
started to run forward, the starting predicate is now true. The
effect mapped to this predicate models that the nutrunner will
eventually be running forward.

After the tool has responded that it is running forward,
the executing predicate is true. Now the effects model that
bolts will eventually be either tightened or that the tightening
operation will fail. These effects are extensively used during
IVPC since they are used to emulate device behavior. This is
explained in the following section.
VI. M ODEL - BASED ROS2 COMPONENT GENERATION
Based on abilities modeling the behavior of resources, SPs
component generator module generates a set of ROS2 nodes
during compile-time. Five nodes per resource are generated:
interfacer, emulator, simulator, driver and test. Moreover,
message types shown in Listing 1 are also generated based on
the model in SP as well as all other necessary ROS2 package
components.
The interfacer node serves as the standardized interface
node between SP and the nodes of the resource. Emulator
nodes are completely auto-generated based on the abilities
defined in SP and are used during IVPC.
Simulator and driver nodes implement the actual simulation
and device control. Test nodes are generated based on the SP
model and they implement automatic testing of simulator and
driver nodes based on the SP model.
A. Emulator
The internal state of an emulation does not have to reflect
the internal state of the target which it is emulating, it only has
to mimic the observable behavior to match an existing target.
Considering this, the internal structure of ROS2 emulator
nodes is quite simple.
In order to emulate real device behavior during IVPC,
effects happen outside of SP in dedicated ROS2 emulator
nodes. These nodes emulate devices by executing effects
specified in the SP model. It has to be noted that at a certain
point in time, only one of the emulator, simulator or driver
nodes per resource is active.
In order to exemplify the emulator nodes, let us continue
with the nutrunner example. After generating the nodes based
on the model in SP, the emulator node now mimics the
observable behavior of the modeled resource based on the
effects specified in the model. This means that the node listens
to commands from SP and publishes its state like a simulator
or a driver node.
The emulator node contains the model of the resource,
evaluating all predicates based on the messages received

from SP. If some predicates are evaluated to be true, their
corresponding effects are appended to a list of effects to be
executed. After a command message has been received from
SP and all predicates have been evaluated, the effects from the
list of effects are executed.
This updates the measured variables which are then published from the node in the state message. This way, the model
in SP can be continuously tested and improved using emulator
nodes since the complete behavior of the resource based on
the model in SP is achieved.
If the model changes during the development process, the
emulator nodes are re-generated, capturing the change from
the SP model. This shows that model-based code generation
no only supports IVPC but is an essential part of it.
Moreover, since humans are resources in SP which have
abilities that they can perform, human effects represent the
expected human behavior after receiving an instruction. These
human effects are contained in auto-generated human emulator
nodes which emulate the human behavior based on the effects
in the model.

nature of the system. Since ROS2 does not rely on a rosmaster
[28], physical segmentation of the virtual plant model is easily
achieved in order to distribute the computational load between
machines.
A software used during IVPC of the described setup that
successfully implements the potential of the virtual world
is Industrial Path Solutions (IPS) [5]. IPS is a mathematics
based software tool for automatic verification of assembly
feasibility, design of flexible components, motion planning
and optimization of multi-robot stations and simulation of key
surface treatment processes [5].
Figure 5 shows a virtual scene in IPS generated from the
point cloud of the real assembly station. IPS is used as a tool to
automatically generate collision free paths of the UR10 in the
station on-line as well as off-line. In both cases, ROS2 serves
as a middleware for IPS to communicate with the UR10, either
with the real hardware or the simulator.

B. Simulation
Contrasting to emulation, simulation involves modeling the
underlying state of the target. Since collaborative and intelligent automation systems are composed of many different
components, there is no single simulation environment that
can support modeling of all aspects of the system.
ROS2 is a valid middleware to bridge different simulation
environments with other ROS-based as well as non ROSbased components. This is supported by DDS being the robust
communication layer in ROS2. There is a number of available
implementations of DDS, and since DDS is standardized,
ROS2 users can choose an implementation from a vendor that
suits their needs. This is done through a ROS Middleware
Interface (RMW), which also exposes Quality of Service
(QoS) policies.
QoS policies allow ROS2 users to adjust data transfer in
order to meet the desired communication requirements. This
feature is crucial, especially in distributed and heterogeneous
systems, since setups are usually unique. Some of these
QoS policies include setting message history and reliability
parameters. These features are beneficial in a real system as
well as when performing VC, since robust communication
between simulation environments and other components can
be challenging to achieve.
These simulation environments are interfaced with simulator nodes that are partially generated based on the model in
SP. Initial SP interfacing templates are generated, however,
interfacing details to the actual simulation environments have
to be manually specified. This can be done via an import to
the node since that way the common parts of the node can
be re-generated if the model changes, without influencing the
added interfacing part.
The virtual plant is implemented using ROS2, virtual machines (VMs) and Docker containers (DCs). VMs and DCs are
used to segment the virtual model and mimic the distributed

Fig. 5. The collaborative and intelligent automation system use-case in IPS

Moreover, having model based ROS2 component generation
makes it straightforward to include a virtual or immersed
human via the simulator or driver nodes to achieve humanin-the-loop IVPC.
C. Targeted IVPC and VM contained simulations
To extend the usability of code generation, multiple launch
files are generated for various types of testing and commissioning purposes.
The first step in the engineering workflow would be testing
the model with emulator nodes, iterating the model until the
desired behavior is reached. Afterwards, a simulation or real
hardware can be interfaced for one of the resources, while
the others remain emulated. This way, real, simulated and
emulated components can be combined in a mix-and-match
fashion to achieve targeted model property testing.
This testing is supported using the test node that emulates
SP by publishing model-based generated test commands, trying to break the behavior of the simulator node. After a failed

test, the model is improved and the tests run again until they
don’t fail anymore.
Moreover, simulation environments and their accompanying
simulator nodes can be contained in VM’s and DC’s to mimic
the distributed nature of a real industrial setup.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper discusses IVPC of an engine assembly station
where intelligent control algorithms are commissioned in a
ROS2-based setup. To support IVPC, auto-generated ROS2
components are used to continuously test and improve the
model in SP.
Moreover, due to ROS2’s robust underlying communication
layer DDS, it is seamless to mix real, simulated and emulated
components during IVPC. As essential components of the
intelligent control system, abilities and effects are briefly
explained utilizing the description of the use-case provided
in Section 2.
The concept of human-in-the-loop commissioning is discussed and a classification proposed where two different
means of including humans in VC are isolated. A supporting
literature review provides sufficient background to recognize
the difference between virtual and immersed human-in-theloop commissioning and a need to propose the mentioned classification. ROS2-based human-in-the-loop IVPC using autogenerated SP model-based emulator and simulator nodes and
its benefits are discussed.
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